Glucose metabolism, energetics, and function of rat hearts exposed to ischemic preconditioning and oxygenated cardioplegia.
We examined changes induced during ischemia-reperfusion on myocardial metabolism and function by oxygenated warm cardioplegia (CP) and ischemic preconditioning (IP). The postischemic hemodynamic recovery was comparable and significantly better in IP and CP groups, than in untreated hearts (e.g., LVDP recovery was threefold that of the control). The IP hearts reached a pH plateau earlier during ischemia and at considerably higher pH value (pH approximately 6) compared to the other groups (pH approximately 5.5). Postischemic phosphocreatine (PCr) and ATP recoveries were comparable and better in protected groups (approximately 72% and approximately 30% vs approximately 25% and approximately 10% in control, p < 0.0001). Preischemic glycogen was significantly reduced in IP to 49% and increased in CP hearts to 127%. However, the lactate levels at the end of ischemia were similar in all the groups, indicating glucose utilization from extracellular space during ischemia in IP hearts. Thus, similar hemodynamic protection by CP and IP is observed despite increased energy depletion during ischemia in IP. IP and CP protection is expressed through better energetic status and by higher recovery of the TCA cycle activity or enhanced mitochondria-cytosol transport of alpha-ketoglutarate on reperfusion in addition to metabolic changes during ischemia. Glycogen store recovered significantly better in IP than in CP and Control. These results exhibit similar and improved postischemic hemodynamic protection by CP and IP. Increased recovery of postischemic glycogen pool is a protective feature of IP, whereas slightly higher lactate metabolism during reperfusion is a protection component of CP.